α par cle sca ering experiment — alternate current
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accelera on– me graph 加速度—時間關係線圖 (

a
α par cle sca ering experiment α 粒子散射實驗 (

.31) A

famous experiment performed by Rutherford.

In the experiment, a beam of α particles is directed

.6)

a –t graph. An acceleration–time graph is a

graph which plots the acceleration of an object
against time.

accelera on– me graph of a free-falling object

to a thin piece of gold foil in a vacuum chamber. A
microscope is used for monitoring the number of
alpha particles N found at different de lection angles
ϕ. The experimental result is shown below.

In addition, the area under an acceleration–time
graph represents the velocity change of the object.
ac vity 放射強度 ( .31)
A . The number of nuclei
decayed per unit time in a radioactive sample. The
unit of radioactivity is disintegrations per second or
Bq.
The activity of a sample is directly proportional to
the number of undecayed nuclei N in the sample.
activity ∝ number of undecayed nuclei
A = kN

From the experiment result, Rutherford proposed
that all the positive charges and almost all the mass

where k is called the decay constant.
The activity and the number of undecayed nuclei fol-

of an atom are concentrated in a small volume at the
centre called the nucleus.

low an exponential decay. So we have the following.

absolute zero 絕 對 零 度 ( .1) The lowest possible
temperature of matter. Numerically, absolute zero
= 0 K = −273 �.
accelera on 加速度 ( .6)
a . A measure of how
fast the velocity of an object is. The unit is m s−2 . The
average acceleration of an object a in a period of
time t is de ined as
a=

v −u
t

where v and u are the inal and initial velocities of
the object respectively. S
graph.

accelera on– me

N = N0 e−kt
A = A 0 e−kt

where N0 and A 0 are the initial number of undecayed nuclei and the initial acitvity of a sample
respectively.
alternate current 交流電 ( .25
29)
a.c. An electric current whose direction changes periodically.
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alternator — apparent depth

alternator 交 流 發 電 機 (

.28) A generator which

generates alternating current. It is also called an a.c.
generator.

angular displacement 角位移 (

.12)

θ . The angle

through which an object turns. The unit of angular
displacement is rad.
angular frequency 角 頻 率 ( .29)
ω. For a
sinusoidal signal with period T and frequency f , the
angular frequency is given by:
ω = 2π f =

2π
T

angular velocity 角 速 度 ( .12)
ω. The rate of
change of angular displacement. Mathematically,
a simple alternator

ω=

θ
t

where θ is the angular displacement and t is the time
taken. The unit is rad s−1 .

A simple alternator consists of
• a pair of magnet
• a coil

The scalar is the angular speed.
an nodal line 腹 線 ( .15) In an interference pattern,
antinodal lines are obtained by joining the neigh-

• a pair of slip ring
• two carbon brushes
In a practical a.c. generator, a rotor and a stator are
used instead of a permanent magnet and a coil.

bouring positions where constructive interference
occurs, while nodal lines are obtained by joining
the neighbouring positions where destructive
interference occurs.

an a.c. generator in a power sta on
an nodal lines (solid lines) and nodal lines (do ed lines)

ammeter 安培計 (
current.
ampere 安培 ( .24)
electric current.

.24) An instrument for measuring
apparent depth 視深 (
A. A unit of electric current. S

.17) When an observer looks at

an object under the water, the object always appears
shallower due to refraction of light.

amplitude 振幅 ( .14)
A . The magnitude of the
maximum displacement of an oscillating particle
from its equilibrium position. Its unit is m.
angle of incidence 入射角 ( .16
17)
i . The
angle between the incident ray and the normal. S
laws of reﬂec on, laws of refrac on.
angle of reﬂec on 反 射 角 ( .16)

r . The angle

between the re lected ray and the normal. S laws of
reﬂec on.
angle of refrac on 折 射 線 ( .17)
r . The angle
between the refracted ray and the normal. S
refrac on.

laws of

The distance between the water surface and the
image is called the apparent depth, while the
distance between the water surface and the object is
called the real depth.
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atmospheric pressure — Brownian mo on

atmospheric pressure 大 氣 壓 強 (

.1) The pressure

exerted by the atmosphere at sea level. One standard
atmospheric pressure = 1.01 × 105 Pa.
atom 原子 ( .30)

b
background count rate 本 底 計 數 率 ( .30) The count
rate recorded due to background radiation. S
background radia on.
background radia on 本底輻射 ( .30) A small amount
of radiation existed naturally. Background radiations
are emitted from both natural and arti icial sources
such as cosmic rays, rock and building materials.
becquerel 貝 克 ( .30)
Bq. A unit of count rate
measured by a GM counter. Other units are counts
per second and disintegrations per second. S count

An atom consists of a nucleus and electrons. The
nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons.
particles

mass

charge

proton

≈ 1 a.m.u.

+e

neutron

≈ 1 a.m.u.

0

electron

≈

1
1800

a.m.u.

−e

There are some quantities related to an atom.
• atomic number — also known as proton
number
• mass number — also known as nucleon

rate.
bimetallic strip 雙 金 屬 片 ( .1) A strip made of two
different metal strips joined together side by side.
boiling point 沸 點 ( .3) A temperature at which a
substance changes its state from liquid to gas.
For pure water, the boiling point at one standard
atmospheric pressure is 100 �.
Boltzmann constant 玻 耳 茲 曼 常 數 ( .5)
k.
k ≈ 1.38 × 10−23 J K−1 S

ideal gas law.
Bourdon gauge 布爾登氣壓計 ( .5) An instrument used
for measuring gas pressure.

number. Protons and neutrons are collectively
called nucleons.
atomic mass unit 原子質量單位 (

.32)

a.m.u./ u. A

−27

unit of mass. 1u = 1.66054 × 10 kg.
atomic number 原子序數 ( .31)
Z . S atom.
audible frequency range 聽 頻 範 圍 ( .20) A range of
frequencies of sound which can be heard by human.
Numerically, audible frequency ranges from 20 to

Boyle’s law 波 義 耳 定 律 ( .5) The pressure of a ixed
mass of gas at a constant temperature is inversely
proportional to its volume. Mathematically,

20 000 Hz.

average transla onal kine c energy 平 均 平 移 動 能
( .5)
K.E.avg . The average kinetic energy

p∝

1
V

OR

pV = constant

of gas molecules due to their rectilinear motion.
Mathematically,
Brownian mo on 布朗運動 ( .5) Small particles move
randomly in the microscopic point of view. This

3
K.E.avg = kT
2

motion is called Brownian motion.

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature of the gas in kelvins.
Avogadro’s number 阿佛加德羅常數 ( .5)
NA .
The number of particles contained in one mole of a
substance. NA = 6.02 × 1023 mol−1 S

ideal gas law.
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calibra on — closed circuit
chain reac on 連鎖反應 (

c
calibra on 校 準 ( .1) A process of marking an
instrument so that we can use it for measuring.
carbon-14 da ng 碳 14 年代測定法 ( .31) A common
technique used for determining the age of ancient
remains.
cathode ray oscilloscope 陰 極 射 線 示 波 器 ( .20)
CRO. An instrument used for visualizing an
electric signal. For example, when a microphone is
connected to an CRO, the sound wave received by the
microphone can be visualized by the CRO.

.32) In the ission reaction

of U-235, two or more neutrons are emitted. If there
is a suf icient concentration of U-235 nuclei, ission
reactions happen continuously. This is known as a
chain reaction.
charge-to-mass ra o 荷 質 比 (

.27) The ratio of the

charge to the mass of a particle. Mathematically,
charge-to-mass ratio =

Q
m

where Q and m are the charge and the mass of the
particle respectively.
charging 起 電 ( .21) The process in which a neutral
object becomes electrically charged.
Methods of charging:
• friction (or rubbing) — when two objects
are rubbed against each other, electrons are

Celsius scale 攝 氏 温 標 (

.1) The most common

temperature scale. Divide the temperature range
between the following two ixed points into 100

transferred from one object to another.
• sharing — when a charged conductor is
brought in contact with a neutral conductor,
electrons are shared among them and so the
neutral conductor is charged.

equal divisions. Each division is one degree Celsius.
• ice point (0 �) — the temperature of pure
melting ice at one standard atmospheric
pressure; and
• steam point (100 �) — the temperature of pure
boiling water at one standard atmospheric
pressure.
centre of gravity 重心 (

• induction and earthing — when a charged
object is brought near a neutral conductor,
charges are induced on both sides of the
conductor if it is momentarily earthed.

.8) A point on an object through

which the weight of the whole object acts.
centripetal accelera on 向心加速度 ( .12) An acceleration acts towards the centre of the circular path of
an object when it performs uniform circular motion.
Mathematically,
a=

v2
r

OR

a = r ω2

where r is the radius of the circular path, v and ω
are the linear speed and the angular velocity of the
object respectively.
The centripetal acceleration is produced by a net
force called the centripetal force which acts towards
the centre of the circular path. The magnitude of the
force is
F=

mv 2
= mr ω2
r

where m is the mass of the object.

Charles’ law 查理定律 ( .5) The volume of a ixed mass
of gas at a constant pressure is directly proportional
to its Kelvin temperature. Mathematically,
V ∝T

circuit breaker 斷 路 器 (

OR

V
= constant
T

.25) A safety device which

breaks the circuit when the current through it is
higher than its speci ied value. A circuit breaker can
be reset manually to resume normal operation after
the fault in the circuit has been ixed.
closed circuit 閉合電路 ( .24) When a circuit is closed, it
forms a complete circuit for current low. So it is also
called a complete circuit. A switch is usually used for
controlling the open and the close of the circuit.
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coherent — current–voltage characteris c curve

coherent 相 干 (

.15) Coherent sources produce

waves of the same frequency and constant phase
difference.
condensa on 凝結 ( .3) A process in which a substance
changes its state from gas to liquid.
conduc on of electricity 電導 ( .21) A physical property

neglected, r is their separation and ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space. S permi vity of free space.
count rate 計 數 率 ( .30) In radioactivity, count rate
is the counting of electric pulses generated by an
ionizing radiation in a period of time by using a GM
tube. S
Geiger–Müller counter.

related to the movement of charge carriers inside a
material. Charge carriers are particles which carry
electric charge. Examples are the electron, proton

couple 力偶 ( .8) A pair of forces with equal magnitude
acting in opposite directions on a rigid body. Couple
can increase the turning effect on the rigid body.

and ion.
The charge carriers inside an electrical conductor

cri cal angle 臨界角 ( .17)
C . When a light ray
is directed from an optically denser medium to an

can move freely. In contrast, the charge carriers
inside an electrical insulator are bounded.
conduc on of heat 熱傳導 ( .4) Microscopically, when

optically less dense medium such as air, re lection
and refraction occur at the same time. As the angle
of incidence increases, the angle of refraction also

one end of a solid is heated, the molecules at that end
gain energy and vibrate vigorously. The molecules

increases. When the angle of refraction reaches 90◦ ,
the corresponding angle of incidence is called the

of higher kinetic energy set their neighbouring
molecules to vibrate more vigorously. The above
process continues and energy is transferred along

critical angle of the optically denser medium.

the object.
conductor of heat 熱導體 (

.4) A material is regarded

as a good conductor of heat if heat is transferred
quickly through it. Metal is a good conductor of heat
with the help of fast moving free electrons. In contrast, cotton and plastic are poor conductors of heat.
convec on 對 流 ( .4) A process in which heat is

C = sin

−1

( )
1
n

where n is the refractive index of the optically denser
medium.
current balance 電 流 天 平 ( .26) An experimental
set up used to study the magnetic force on a
current-carrying wire.

transferred by the movement of a luid due to a
temperature difference between two regions.
Convection only takes place in a luid.
cooling curve 冷卻曲線 ( .3) A graph of temperature of
a cooling matter against time.
corrected count rate 修 正 後 的 計 數 率 ( .30) The
corrected count rate of a radioactive source is the
elimination of the background count rate from the
recorded count rate.
corrected count rate = recorded count rate −
background count rate S background count rate,
count rate.
coulomb 庫倫 (

current–voltage characteris c curve I –V 特性曲線 ( .24)
I –V curve. A graph of the current against the
voltage of a certain electrical component.

.21)

C. A unit of electric charge. S

electric charge.
Coulomb’s law 庫 倫 定 律 ( .21) The electric force
between two point charges Q 1 and Q 2 is directly
proportional to the product of their electric charges,
and is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between them. Mathematically,
FE =

1 Q 1Q 2
4πϵ0 r 2

where FE is the electric force, Q 1 (Q 2 ) denotes
the magnitude of the charge Q 1 (Q 2 ) with its sign

I –V characteris c curve of a metal wire
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d.c. motor — displacement
diﬀrac on 繞 射 (

d
d.c. motor 直流電動機 (

.26) A motor operates in d.c.

.15) When a wave passes the edge

of the obstacle, it spreads to the region behind the
obstacle.

a simple d.c. motor

diﬀusion cloud chamber 擴散雲室 (

A simple d.c. motor consists of
• a pair of magnet
• a coil
• two half-rings known as a commutator ( X and
Y in the above igure)
• two brushes (C and D in the above igure)
data-logger 數據記錄器 ( .6) An interface connected
between a computer and other physics sensor.

.30) An instrument

used for displaying the moving path of the ionizing
radiation. The higher the ionizing power of the
radiation, the more obvious the tracks produced in a
diffusion cloud chamber.
direct current 直流電 ( .24
29)
d.c. An electric
current which lows in one direction only.
discharging 放 電 ( .21) The process of removing the
net charge from a charged conductor. It can be done
by connecting the conductor with the Earth (called
earthing) or contacting the conductor with a inger.
dispersion 色 散 ( .17) When a beam of white light
passes through a prism, it splits into lights of
different colours. This phenomenon is called the
dispersion.

decay constant 衰變常數 ( .31)
k . S ac vity.
decay series 衰 變 系 ( .31) A graph or an equation
showing a series of radioactive decays of an unstable
nuclide before a stable daughter nuclide is formed.
238
92 U

α

−→

234
90 Th

decelera on 減速 (

β

−→

234
91 Pa

−→ . . . −→

206
82 Pb

displacement 位 移 (

.6)

s . The change of the

position of an object. Its direction points from the
initial position to the inal position. The unit is m.

.6) A slowdown of a moving object.

Deceleration is also called retardation.
decibel 分 貝 ( .20)
dB. A unit of the sound
intensity level. S sound intensity level.
degree Celsius 攝氏度 ( .1)
ture. S Celsius scale.

�. A unit of tempera-

displacement– me graph of a free-falling object

In addition, the slope of a displacement–time graph
represents the velocity of the object.
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displacement–distance graph — dynamo

displacement–distance graph 位移—距離關係線圖 (

.14)

s -d graph. A graph showing the displacement s

of particles at various distance d in a wave travelling
at a particular time.

dose 劑量 (

.30) The amount of radiation absorbed by

a unit mass of a material. The unit of dose is Gy or
J kg−1 .
To describe the biological effect on a tissue or organ
on human bodies by different types of radiation,
another quantity called equivalent dose is applied.
The unit of equivalent dose is Sv.
To investigate the biological effect of radiation on the
type of tissue or organ exposed to radiation, effective
dose is used instead, the unit of effective dose is also
Sv.
double insula on 雙 重 絕 緣 ( .25) A safety design of
some electrical appliances. In such appliances,
the connections to the mains supply are covered
with insulating material and the whole appliance is
enclosed in a plastic casing.
dri velocity 漂 移 速 度 ( .27)
v . The average
velocity attained by the charge carriers inside
a conductor in the presence of electric ield.
Mathematically,
v=

I
n AQ

where I is the value of the conventional current passing through the conductor, n is the number of free
charge carriers per unit volume of the conductor, A
is the cross-sectional area of the conductor and Q is
the charge carried by a charge carrier.
dynamo 直流發電機 ( .28) A generator which generates
direct current. It is also called a d.c. generator.

displacement–distance graph of a wave in t = 0, t =
t = 34 T and t = T (top to bo om)

1
1
4T, t = 2T,

In order to show the relation between the displacement s of a particular particle and the time t , a
displacement–time graph is used instead.

a simple dynamo

A dynamo consists of
• a pair of magnet
• a coil
• two half-rings known as a commutator
• two brushes
displacement– me graph of par cle A
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earthing — electric circuit
electric circuit 電 路 (

e
earthing 接地 ( .21) A method of discharging a charged
conductor. S discharging.

.24) A connection of electrical

components that provides a path through which
charges low. A simple electric circuit consists of
three parts:
• a source — drives charges to low
• a load — consumes electrical energy
• connecting conductors — join the source to the

eddy current 渦電流 ( .28) An induced current generated when a conductor cuts through a magnetic ield

load
In studying electric circuit, circuit diagrams are

or a conductor is placed inside a changing magnetic
ield.

usually used for representing electric circuits.
In a circuit diagram, electrical components are

Two consequences are resulted from eddy currents
in conductors:

represented by circuit symbols.

• braking effect — the deceleration of a moving
conductor
• induction heating — the heat generation on
a conductor as a result of the heating effect of
current
eﬃciency 效 率 (

.29) The percentage of the useful

power output in the power input. Mathematically,
ef iciency =

(a) a circuit

(b) the corresponding circuit diagram

output power
× 100%
input power

In electricity, the ef iciency of a transformer is given
by:
ef iciency =

I s Vs
× 100%
I p Vp

where I p and Vp is the current low through and the
voltage across the primary coil respectively; I s and
Vs is the current low through and the voltage across

the secondary coil respectively.
elas c collision 彈 性 碰 撞 ( .10) A collision in which
the total kinetic energy of the system is conserved.
Otherwise, it is an inelastic collision.
If the colliding objects stick together after a collision,
the collision is called perfectly inelastic collision. The
loss in kinetic energy is maximum.
electric charge 電 荷 ( .21)
Q . A property of a
particle that exerts an electric force on any other
particle. There are two kinds of charges: positive and
negative. An object is regarded as electrically neutral
if it carries equal amount of positive and negative
charge.
The unit of charge is C. The charge carried by an
electron is −1.6 × 10−19 C.

circuit symbols of diﬀerent electrical components

When a load is connected to a source, there are two
possible ways:
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electric current — electric ﬁeld
• in series — current can low through one path
only

electric ﬁeld 電場 (

.22)

E - ield. A region in which

a static charge experiences an electric force.

in a series circuit, I 1 = I 2 = I 3

• in parallel — current can low through different
branches
an electric ﬁeld (blue region) produced by a charge Q A , another
charge Q B experiences an electric force inside the electric ﬁeld.

In the study of an electric ield, electric ield lines
in a parallel circuit, I 1 = I 2 + I 3

are usually drawn for visualization. Rules of drawing
electric ield lines:
• The direction of a ield line represents the

electric current 電 流 (

.24) In electricity, an electric

current may refer to the collective motion of some
free charge carriers. The charge carriers can carry

direction of the electric ield at a point.
• The density of ield lines is proportional to the
magnitude of the electric ield in a local region.

either positive or negative charge. The charge carriers in a metal are negatively charged electrons, while
the charge carriers in an electrolyte are positively
charged or negatively charged ions.
In an electric circuit, a conventional current refers to
a low of positive charges moving from the positive
terminal to the negative terminal of a battery. But the
charges moving in a circuit are actually free electrons
lowing in the opposite direction.

(a) a positive charge

(b) a negative charge

Common charge distribution:

parallel plates
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electric ﬁeld strength — electromagne c induc on

electric ﬁeld strength 電場強度 (

.22)

E . Electric

ield strength at a point is de ined as: the electric
force acting on a test charge placed at that point
divided by the magnitude of the test charge.
E=

Equipotential lines of some common charge
distributions:

FE
q

where FE is the electric force and q is the magnitude
of the charge.
The unit of electric ield strength is N C−1 .
electric force 電力 ( .21)
F E . S Coulomb’s law.
electric poten al 電勢 ( .23, 24
25)
V . The
electric potential at a point is de ined as the electric

a posi ve charge

potential energy per unit charge of a point charge
placed at that point. Mathematically,
V=

U
q

where U is the electric potential energy at that point
and q is the charge of the point charge.
In general the electric potential due to a point charge
Q at a distance r is given by:
V=

1 Q
4πϵ0 r

a pair of parallel plates

In the study of electric potential, equipotential
lines or equipotential surfaces are usually drawn
for visualizing lines or surfaces having the same
electric potential. Note that both equipotential lines
and equipotential surfaces are perpendicular to the
electric ield lines.

In an electric circuit, the electric potential at a point
is the potential difference between that point and
a reference point. In addition, the potential of the
earthed point in the circuit is zero.
The unit of electric potential is V or J C−1 .
electric poten al energy 電 勢 能 ( .23)

U. S

poten al energy.
electromagne c induc on 電磁感應 ( .28) An induction
of e.m.f. or electric current inside a conductor due
to a magnetic ield. Electromagnetic induction is the
result of the following.
• relative motion between a conductor and a
magnetic object
• a conductor is located inside a changing
magnetic ield
electromagne c induc on 電磁感應 ( .28) An induction
of e.m.f. or electric current inside a conductor due
to a magnetic ield. Electromagnetic induction is the
result of the following.
• relative motion between a conductor and a
magnetic object
• a conductor is located inside a changing
magnetic ield
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electromagne c wave — energy

electromagne c wave 電 磁 波 (

EM wave.

.19)

electrosta c induc on 靜 電 感 應 (

.21) The uneven

A wave consisted of oscillating electric ield and
magnetic ield. In an EM wave, the oscillating electric
ield and magnetic ield are perpendicular to the

distribution of the charges inside a material due to
the in luence of a charged object.
For an insulated neutral conductor, the electrons in-

direction of travel of the wave.

side the conductor would be distributed unevenly.

An EM wave — an oscilla ng electric ﬁeld (red) and magne c ﬁeld
(blue)

Properties of an EM wave:
• An EM wave exhibits all properties of waves,
including re lection, refraction, diffraction and
interference.
• The energy carried by an EM wave increases
with its frequency.
• An EM wave can travel through a vacuum,
with a speed of 3 × 108 m s−1 regardless of its
frequency.
types of EM wave

wavelength (m)

radio wave
microwave
infrared radiation
visible light
ultraviolet radiation
X-ray
gamma ray

10−1 to 104

For an insulator, the electron cloud of each molecule
would be distorted. In this situation, the insulator is
said to be polarized.

10−3 to 10−1
10−6 to 10−3
4 × 10−7 to 7 × 10−7
10−9 to 10−8
10−10
10−12

Table: diﬀerent types of EM waves and their frequencies

electromo ve force 電 動 勢 (

.24)

e.m.f.

ϵ. Electromotive force of a source is the electrical

energy imparted by the source per unit charge
passing through it. Mathematically,
ϵ=

W
Q

where W is the energy imparted by the source and Q
is the charge passing through the source.
electron-volt 電子伏特 ( .32)
eV. A unit of energy.
1 eV = 1.602 18 × 10−19 J

S

energy.

In both cases, negative charges are induced at one
end while positive charges are induced at another
end; these charges are called induced charges.
electrosta c precipitator 靜電除塵器 ( .21) A device
which can remove dust and ash particles from a gas
using electric forces.
electrosta c spaying 靜電噴塗法 (

.21) A method often

used for painting cars.
energy 能量 ( .9) A measure of a body to do work. The
unit of energy is J. Other units are kW h, eV, etc.
When there is energy transferred to a body, the
work done on it is positive. Otherwise, when there is
energy taken away from the body, the work done on
it is negative.
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equa ons of uniformly accelerated mo on — Fleming’s right hand rule

equa ons of uniformly accelerated mo on 勻加速運動方
程(

.6) S uniformly accelerated mo on.
equilibrium 平 衡 ( .8) An object is said to be in equilibrium when it does not have any translational and
rotational motion. There are two conditions for
equilibrium:
1. the net force on it is zero
2. the net moment about any point on it is zero
equilibrium posi on 平衡位置 (

.14) The initial position

of a particle in a medium before wave striking on it.
equivalent resistance 等 效 電 阻 ( .24) The effective
resistance of a resistor network.
For N resistors connecting in series, the equivalent
resistance R is given by:

f
Faraday’s law of electromagne c induc on 法拉第電磁感
應定律 ( .28) The magnitude of the induced e.m.f. in
a loop is directly proportional to the rate of change of
the magnetic lux through the loop. Mathematically,
ϵ=−

∆Φ
∆t

where ϵ is the induced e.m.f., Φ is the magnetic lux
and t is the time of the change of the magnetic lux.
S magne c ﬂux.
ﬁsh-eye view 魚眼視野 ( .17) Due to the refraction of
light, all objects above the water surface appear to
be compressed inside a circular cone of vertex angle
97.6◦ , twice the critical angle of water.

R = R1 + R2 + · · · + R N

For N resistors connecting in parallel, the equivalent
resistance R is given by:
1
1
1
1
=
+
+···+
R R1 R2
RN

exponen al decay 指數式衰變 ( .31) If a quantity N0
undergoes an exponential decay with respect to
time, the relation between the remaining quantity N
and the time t is given by
N = N0 e−kt

Fleming’s le hand rule 弗 林 明 左 手 定 則 ( .26) The
rule of determining the relative directions of the
magnetic force acting on a current-carrying wire,
magnetic ield and current passing through the wire.

where k is called the decay constant.
The graph of an exponential decay is called a decay
curve.

Fleming’s left hand rule is also known as the motor
rule.
Fleming’s right hand rule 弗林明右手定則 ( .26) The rule
of determining the direction of the induced current,
motion of the conductor and the magnetic ield.

a radioac ve nuclide undergoes an exponen al decay

extra high tension supply 超高壓電源 ( .21)
EHT
supply. An instrument which can provide a voltage
up to several kilovolts (usually 0–5 kV).

Fleming’s right hand rule is also known as the
generator rule.
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ﬂuid resistance — fusion

ﬂuid resistance 流體阻力 (

.7) An object experiences

a resistance when it moves in a luid, i.e. a gas or a
liquid. For example, air resistance is a kind of luid
resistance.
focal length 焦距 ( .18)
f . The distance between
the principal focus and the optical centre. S
lens formula, lens.
force 力 ( .7)
F . When a force is applied on an
object, it causes the object to accelerate. On the other
hand, a force can also break or change the shape of
an object.
force sensor 力 感 應 器 ( .7) An instrument used for
measuring force.
force– me graph 力—時間關係線圖 ( .10)
F –t
graph. S impulse.
free body diagram 隔 離 體 圖 (

.7) A diagram which

indicates all the forces acting on an object by using
labelled arrows.

a free body diagram of a book res ng on a table

freezing point 凝固點 (

.3) A temperature at which a

substance changes its state from solid to liquid. S
mel ng point.
frequency 頻率 ( .14)
f . The number of waves
produced in one second. Its unit is Hz.
fric on 摩 擦 力 ( .7) A force which tends to oppose
motion.
full-scale reading 滿錶讀數 (

.24) The maximum value

of an instrument detected.
fuse 保險絲 ( .25) It is installed in the live connection of
an electrical appliance. It contains a thin metal strip
which breaks the circuit when the current is larger
than its fuse rating.

The fuse rating is the maximum current that the fuse
can tolerate.

fusion 熔 解 (

.3) A process in which a substance

changes its state from solid to liquid at its melting
point. During melting, the temperature of the
substance remains unchanged.
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gamma ray — grid system
gravity 重力 (

g

.6) An object accelerates when it falls due

gamma ray 伽 瑪 射 線 ( .19) A kind of EM waves
with a typical wavelength 10−12 m. Applications
include medical therapy and food sterilization. S

to the gravitational force between a celestial body
and the object.
gray 戈瑞 ( .30)
Gy. A unit of dose. S dose.

electromagne c wave.
gas 氣體 ( .1) A state of matter. It has no ixed volume

grid system 電 力 網 ( .29) The transmission and
distribution network of electricity.

and shape.
Microscopically, molecules are far apart from each
other in a gas; they move in all directions.

Geiger–Müller counter 蓋 革 —彌 勒 計 數 器 (

.30) A

Geiger–Müller counter consists of a Geiger–Müller
tube connected to either a scalar or a ratemeter. It is
used for detecting radiation.

general gas law 普適氣體定律 (
pV ∝T

OR

.5) Mathematically,
pV
= constant
T

where p , V and T are the pressure, volume and
temperature of the gas respectively. S
Boyle’s
law, Charles’ law, pressure law.
gravita onal constant 引 力 常 數 ( .13)
G.
The proportionality constant of the law of universal gravitation. Its value in SI unit is about
6.67 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 . S law of universal
gravita on.
gravita onal ﬁeld strength 引力場強度 ( .13)
g . The gravitational ield strength of a planet g is the
gravitational force per unit mass F experienced by a
small object. Mathematically,
g=

GM
r2

where G is the gravitational constant, r is the
distance of the object from the centre of the planet
and M is the mass of the planet.
The unit of gravitational ield strength is N kg−1 or
m s−2 .
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half-life — household wiring
heat capacity 熱容量 (

h
half-life 半 衰 期 ( .31) The half-life of a radioactive
sample is the time taken to reduce the number of
undecayed nuclei in the sample by half.
Hall eﬀect 霍耳效應 ( .27) When free charge carriers
low through a conductor, in which a uniform
magnetic ield passing through it and the ield is
perpendicular to the direction of the charges’ low,
they would be de lected and accumulate on one side
of the conductor. As the charge carriers accumulate,
a p.d. would be set up inside the conductor. This
phenomenon is called the Hall effect.

C . The heat required

.2)

to produce a unit rise in temperature of a matter.
Mathematically,
C=

Q
∆T

where Q is the heat transfer and ∆T is the change
in temperature. The unit of heat capacity is J K−1 or
J �−1 . S
speciﬁc heat capacity.
hertz 赫 茲 ( .14)
Hz. A unit of frequency. S
frequency.
household wiring 家居電路 ( .25) The circuit connection in a household unit. When a cable enters the
household unit, it connects to a consumer unit via a
mains fuse and a kilowatt-hour meter.
There are two main household circuits:
• lighting circuit — connects the ceiling lamps in
parallel.

(a) a charge carrier is de lected

(b) p.d. is built up

hall probe 霍耳探測器 ( .26
27) An instrument used
for measuring magnetic ield.
Hall voltage 霍 耳 電 壓 ( .27)
VH . When Hall
effect happens inside a conductor, a p.d. is built up
as the charge carriers accumulate. After the p.d. has
increased to a certain value, the electric force inally
balances the magnetic force. The corresponding p.d.
generated is called the Hall voltage.

• ring circuit — the wires are connected as a
’ring’ around the room. It connects the mains
sockets in a room in parallel.

(a) positive charge carrier

(b) negative charge carrier

Mathematically,
VH =

BI
nQb

where B is the magnetic ield passing through the
conductor, I is the conventional current passing
through the conductor, n is the number of free
charge carriers per unit volume of the conductor, Q
is the charge carried by a charge carrier, and b is the
breadth in the direction of the B- ield.
heat 熱 ( .2) The energy transferred due to the
temperature difference between two bodies.
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ideal gas — insulator of heat
impulse 衝量 (

i
ideal gas 理 想 氣 體 ( .5) A gas which satis ies the
assumptions of the kinetic theory.
• There are plenty of gas molecules which move
randomly.
• The size of each gas molecule can be neglected.
• There is no intermolecular force between
molecules.
• The collisions between the molecules and the
walls of the container are elastic.
• The time of impact of the molecules against the
walls is negligible.
S kine c theory.
ideal gas law 理想氣體定律 (

.10) The product of a net force F acting

on an object and the time of action t . The unit is
N s. Numerically, impulse is equal to the change in
momentum, i.e.
impulse = F t = mv − mu
where m , u and v are the mass, initial velocity and
inal velocity of the object respectively.
Graphically, impulse equals to the area under a
force–time graph.

.5) The pressure p of an

ideal gas is directly proportional to the Kelvin temperature T and the number of moles n of the gas and
is inversely proportional to the volume V of the gas.
Actually ideal gas law has different forms, such as
pV = nRT = N kT

where R is the universal gas constant. N = nNA ,
in which NA is the Avogadro’s number. k is the
Boltzmann constant.
image 像 ( .14
16) A representation of an object
formed by an optical instrument when re lection or
refraction takes place.
Image can be categorized as
• real image — an image which can be caught by
a screen; light rays really come from the image
in this case
• virtual image — an image which cannot be
caught by a screen; light rays appear to come
from the image in this case
image distance 像 距 ( .18)
v . The distance
between the lens and the image. S lens formula.

iner a 慣性 (

.7) The tendency of an object to stay at

rest or move in constant veolcity. Mass is a measure
of the inertia of an object. An object with greater
mass has greater inertia.
infrared radia on 紅 外 輻 射 ( .19) A kind of EM
waves with a typical wavelength 10−6 to 10−3 m.
In fact every object whose temperature is above
absolute zero emits infrared radiation. Applications
include thermography and auto-focus camera. S
electromagne c wave.
insulator of heat 熱絕緣體 (
S conductor of heat.

.4) Poor conductor of heat.
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interference — isotope

interference 干涉 (

.15) The superposition of two waves

produced by coherent wave sources.

inverse-square law 平方反比定律 (

.21) A physical law

describing an inverse proportional relation between
a physical quantity of an object and the square of the
distance from the object. Examples are Coulomb’s
law and Newton’s law of universal gravitation.
ioniza on 電 離 作 用 ( .30) The process of removing
one or more electrons from an atom. For a radiation
which can cause ionization of other atoms, it is called
ionizing radiation.

interference pa ern

If crests (troughs) from the two sources meet and
add up to a larger crest (trough) at a certain point,
then it results in constructive interference.
If a crest (trough) from a source meets with a trough
(crest) from another source at a certain point, then it
results in destructive interference.
The kind of interference at a certain point can be
determined by calculating the path difference of the
point. Path difference at a point is the difference in
distance between that point and the two sources.
• constructive interference occurs at the
positions whose path differences are 0, λ, 2λ · · ·
• destructive interference occurs at the positions
whose path differences are 12 λ, 32 λ, 23 λ · · ·
S
principle of superposi on.
internal energy 內能 ( .2
5)

U or ϵ. The sum

of the kinetic energy due to random motion and the
electric potential energy of all molecules in a system.
Mathematically,
U = K.E. + P.E.

For an ideal gas, molecules have zero potential energy. Therefore, the internal energy ϵ of a monatomic
ideal gas is the total kinetic energy of all molecules.
Mathematically,
3
3
ϵ = nRT = pV
2
2

where n , p and V are the number of moles, pressure
and volume of the gas respectively, and R is the
universal gas constant.
internal resistance 內 電 阻 (

.24)

r . The

resistance of a cell. Mathematically,
r=

ϵ−V
I

where ϵ is the e.m.f. of the cell, I is the current
passing through the cell and V is called the terminal
voltage of the cell.

ionizing power 致 電 離 能 力 ( .30) A measure of the
number of ion pairs produced per unit length
travelled by the radiation.
isolated system 孤立系統 ( .2) In thermal physics, an
isolated system is a system which does not exchange
energy and matter with its surroundings.
isotope 同位素 ( .31) Nuclides having the same atomic
number but different mass numbers. Many elements
have isotopes that are radioactive and these isotopes
are called the radioactive isotopes.
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joule — kilowa -hour meter
j

k

joule 焦耳 ( .2)
J. A unit of energy. S
energy,
kilowa -hour.
joulemeter 焦 耳 計 ( .2) An instrument commonly
used in a laboratory for measuring the energy
consumption. The unit of measure is joule.

kelvin 開 ( .1)
K. A unit of temperature. S Kelvin
scale.
Kelvin scale 開氏温標 ( .1) Temperature scale used in
studying gas laws. The Kelvin scale is based on the
absolute zero and the triple point of water. Note that
Kelvin temperature = Celsius temperature + 273. A
temperature interval of ’1 K’ is the same as that of
’1 �’.
Kepler’s third law of planetary mo on 開普勒第三行星定
律 ( .13)

S

kilowa -hour meter.

A planet moves around the Sun in an ellip cal orbit

For a celestial body moving around another massive
celestial body in an elliptical orbit, the square of the
orbital period is proportional to the cube of the semimajor axis of the elliptical orbit. Mathematically,
T2 =

4π2 3
a
GM

where T is the orbital period, a is the semi-major
axis of the orbit, G is the gravitational constant, and
M is the mass of the massive celestial body.
kilogram 千克 ( .7)
kg. A unit of mass.
kilowa -hour 千 瓦 小 時 ( .2)
kW h. A unit of
energy. 1 kW h = 3.6 × 106 J. S
energy.
kilowa -hour meter 千瓦時計 ( .2) An instrument commonly used at home for measuring the total electricity consumed. The unit of measure is kilowatt-hour.

S

joulemeter.
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kine c energy — laws of refrac on

kine c energy 動能 (

.9)

K.E. Energy possessed by

a moving object.
1
2

K.E. = mv 2
where m is the mass of the object, and v is the
velocity of the object. S
temperature.
kine c theory 分 子 運 動 論 ( .5) A model relating
the macroscopic quantities of an ideal gas to the
microscopic ones.
• The temperature is a measure of the average
kinetic energy due to random motion of the
molecules.

l
latent heat 潛熱 ( .3) The energy absorbed or released
when a substance changes it state. Note that a
substance changes its state without a change in
temperature. S
speciﬁc latent heat.
law of conserva on of charge 電 荷 守 恆 定 律 (

Charges cannot be created or destroyed but only
transferred between objects.
law of conserva on of energy 能量守恆定律 ( .2
9) Energy cannot be created or destroyed, but only

changes from one form to another.
For an isolated system, the total amount of energy
remains constant.

• The volume of the gas is the spread of the
molecules throughout the container.
• The pressure of the gas is the result of the
collisions of the molecules with the walls of the
container.

.21)

energyinitial = energy inal
S

isolated system.

law of conserva on of momentum 動量守恆定律 ( .10)
The total momentum of a system is conserved,
provided that no net external force is acting on it.
For a collision between object A and object B ,
m A u A + mB uB = m A v A + mB v B

where m , u and v denote the mass, initial velocity
and inal velocity of the objects.
law of universal gravita on 牛頓萬有引力定律 (

.13) The

gravitational force between two objects is directly
proportional to the product of their masses, and is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them. Mathematically,
F=

Gm 1 m 2
r2

where F is the gravitational force, m 1 and m 2 are the
mass of the objects, and r is their separation.
laws of reﬂec on 反射定律 ( .15
16)

laws of reﬂec on

1. The incident ray, re lected ray and normal lie on
the same plane.
2. The angle of re lection r is equal to the angle of
incidence i .
laws of refrac on 折射定律 (

.17)
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lens — linear magniﬁca on

• optical centre — the centre of a lens
• principal axis — the imaginary line pass1. The incident ray, refracted ray and normal all lie
in the same plane.
2. The ratio of sin i to sin r is a constant, i.e.
sin i
sin r

S

= constant. It is also known as Snell’s law.

Snell’s law.

lens 透 鏡 ( .18) An optical instrument used for
converging or diverging light rays.
Two kinds of lenses:
• convex lens — converges light rays so it is also
called a converging lens.

ing through the optical centre and being
perpendicular to the lens.
• principal focus — when light rays parallel to the
principal axis pass through a convex (concave)
lens, the refracted rays converge to (diverge
from) the principal focus.
• focal plane — an imaginary plane which
is perpendicular to the principal axis and
coincident with the principal focus.
lens formula 透 鏡 公 式 ( .18) A formula describing
the relation between the object distance u , image
distance v and focal length f of the lens.
1 1 1
+ =
u v
f

’Real is positive’ convention is applied in the lens
formula.

• concave lens — diverges light rays so it is also
called a diverging lens.

lens

f

u

v

convex lens (u > f )
convex lens (u < f )
concave lens (any u )

+
+

+
+
+

−

Lenz’s law 楞次定律 (

−

+
−

.28) An induced current always

lows in a direction so as to oppose the change
producing it.
linear magniﬁca on 線性放大率 ( .18)
m . The

In practice there are different shapes of lenses such
as spherical lenses and cylindrical lenses.
In order to describe a lens, several terms are used.

ratio of the height of the image to the height of the
object. Also, the ratio is equal to the image distance
over the object distance. Mathematically,
m=

v
u

where v and u are the image distance and the object
distance respectively.
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linear mass density — magne c ﬁeld

linear mass density 線 性 質 量 密 度 (

.14)

µ.

The mass per unit length of a spring or string. For a
transverse wave travelling along a spring or string,
the speed of the wave v is given by
v=

T
µ

where T is the tension of the spring or string. Its unit
is kg m−1 .
liquid 液體 ( .1) A state of matter. It has ixed volume
but no ixed shape.
Microscopically, molecules are close to each other in
a liquid; they move around each other.

longitudinal wave 縱波 (

m
magnet 磁鐵 ( .26) A matter which exerts a magnetic
force on any other matter. There are two magnetic
poles in a magnet: the magnetic south pole and
magnetic north pole.
An electromagnet is a kind of temporary magnets. A
solenoid produces a magnetic effect when a current
passes through it.
magne c ﬁeld 磁 場 ( .26)
B - ield. A region in
which a magnet or a magnetic body experiences a
magnetic force. Since the magnetic ield is numerically equal to the magnetic lux per unit area, it is
sometimes called magnetic lux density.

.14) When a longitudinal wave

travels in a medium, the particles oscillate in a direction parallel to the travelling direction of the wave.
The waveform of a longitudinal wave consists of a
series of consecutive compressions and rarefactions.
A compression consists of closely-spaced particles,
while a rarefaction consists of loosely-spaced
particles.

a magne c ﬁeld (blue region) produced by a magnet; the needle of
a compass experiences a force

In the study of a magnetic ield, magnetic ield lines
are usually drawn for visualization. Rules of drawing
magnetic ield lines:
• The direction of a ield line gives the direction
of the magnetic ield at a point.
• The density of ield lines is proportional to
the magnitude of the magnetic ield in a local
region.

a longitudinal wave

loudness 響度 ( .20) Physical quantity of a musical note
related to its amplitude.

magne c ﬁeld around a bar magnet

The unit of magnetic ield is T or Wb m−2 .
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magne c ﬂux — mechanical energy

magne c ﬂux 磁通量 (

.28)

Φ. A measure of the

number of magnetic ield lines passing through a
surface. The denser the ield lines, the stronger the
ield and the larger the lux are.

On the other hand, magnetic force can also be
produced when a charge carrier is moving inside a
magentic ield.

Magnitude of the magnetic force acting on a moving
charge carrier is given by
Mathematically,
Φ = B A cos θ

F B = BQv sin θ

for one coil
where B is the magnetic ield at that point, Q is the

Φ = N B A cos θ

for an N-turn coil

where B is the magnetic ield passing through the
surface, A is the area of the surface and θ is the angle
between the normal of the surface and the direction
of the magnetic ield.
The unit of magnetic lux is Wb, where
1 Wb = 1 T m2 .
magne c ﬂux linkage 磁通匝鏈數 ( .28) The total lux
linkage of a N-turn coil. Mathematically,
magnetic lux linkage = N Φ
S

magne c ﬂux linkage.

magne c force 磁 力 ( .26
28) When a magnet
approaches another magnet, they exert magnetic
forces on each other. Unlike magnetic poles attract
each other, and like magnetic poles repel each other.
Magnetic force can also be produced when a currentcarrying conductor is inside a magnetic ield.

charge carried by the charge carrier, v is velocity of
the charge carrier and θ is the angle between the direction of the magnetic ield and that of the current.
magne c north pole 磁 北 極 (
magnet.

.26)

N-pole. S

magne c south pole 磁 南 極 ( .26)
S-pole. S
magnet.
magne za on 起磁 ( .26
29) The process in which
a piece of magnetic material (e.g. iron or nickel)
becomes a magnet.
The reverse process of magnetization is called
demagnetization.
mass 質量 ( .7)
m . S iner a.
mass number 質量數 ( .31)
A . S atom.
mass spectrometer 質譜儀 ( .27) An instrument used
for identifying different elements inside an sample.
mass–energy rela on 質 能 關 係 ( .32) The relation
between the mass and energy suggested by Albert
Einstein.
∆E = ∆mc 2

where ∆E is the change of energy, ∆m is the change
of mass and c is the speed of light in vacuum, i.e.
2.998 × 108 m s−1 .
mechanical energy 機 械 能 ( .9) The sum of kinetic
energy and potential energy of an object.
Magnitude of the magnetic force at a point on a
current-carrying conductor is given by
F B = B I ℓsin θ

where B is the magnetic ield at that point, I is the
current passing through the conductor, ℓ is the
length of the wire segment inside the magnetic
ield and θ is the angle between the direction of the
magnetic ield and that of the current.
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mechanical work — mutual induc on

mechanical work 機械功 (

.9) In mechanics, mechanical

work is the amount of energy transfer due to a force
through a distance. Mathematically,
W = (F // )(s)

where W is the work done by a force, and F// is the

mo onal e.m.f. 動 生 電 動 勢 (

.28)

ϵ. When

a conductor cuts through magnetic ield lines
perpendicularly, the charge carriers in the conductor
accumulate at one end. Finally an electric ield is set
up along the conductor. The induced e.m.f. is called
the motional e.m.f.

component of the force parallel to the direction of
the displacement s .

mel ng point 熔 點 ( .3) A temperature at which a
substance changes its state from solid to liquid.
For pure water, the melting point and the freezing
point at one standard atmospheric pressure are 0 �.
S
freezing point.
metre 米 ( .6)
m. A unit of length.
microwave 微 波 ( .19) A kind of EM waves with a
typical wavelength 10−3 to 10−1 m. Applications
include satellite communication and radar. S
electromagne c wave.

Mathematically,
ϵ = B ℓv

where B is the magnetic ield, ℓ is the length of the
conductor and v is the velocity of the conductor.
moving-coil galvanometer 動 圈 式 檢 流 計 ( .26) A
sensitive device used for measuring small electric
currents or voltages.
moving-coil microphone 動 圈 式 微 音 器 ( .28) An
application of electromagnetic induction.

mole 摩爾 ( .5)
mol. A grouping of 6.02 × 1023 . One
mole of a substance contains 6.02 × 1023 of atoms or
molecules. Note that 1 mol of carbon-12 has mass of
12 g.
moment 力矩 (

.8) A measure of the turning effect of a

force about a given point. Moment is also known as
torque. Mathematically, moment of a force about a
point is given by:
moment = F d
where F is the force and d is the perpendicular
distance from the point. The unit of moment is N m.
momentum 動量 ( .10)
p . The product of the
mass and the velocity of an object. In symbols,
p = mv

The unit of momentum is kg m s−1 .

(a) the coil is moving in

(b) the coil is moving out

When a sound wave is incident on the diaphragm,
the diaphragm vibrates and causes the attached coil
to move in and out between the poles. An e.m.f. and
a current are then induced. The sound wave is then
converted to electric signals.
mul meter 萬 用 電 錶 ( .24) An instrument used for
measuring voltage, current and resistance.
mutual induc on 互感應 ( .29) The working principle of
a transformer. S transformer.
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net force — nuclear radia on
nuclear ﬁssion 核裂變 (

n

.32) A nuclear reaction in which

net force 淨力 ( .7) The sum of all the forces acting on
an object. A net force is also called an unbalanced
force. S Newton’s second law of mo on.

a heavy nucleus is split into two or more lighter
nuclei.
nuclear fusion 核聚變 ( .32) A nuclear reaction in which

neutral point 中 和 點 ( .22
26) A point inside an
electric ield (a magnetic ield) where the electric

light nuclei fuse to form a heavier nucleus.
nuclear radia on 核 輻 射 ( .30) The emission of

(magnetic) ield strength is zero.
neutron number 中子數 ( .31)
N. S
newton 牛頓 ( .7)
N. A unit of force.

atom.

particles or EM waves from an unstable nucleus.
There are three types of nuclear radiation.
• alpha (α) radiation — emission of helium
nuclei

Newton’s ﬁrst law of mo on 牛頓運動第一定律 ( .7) An
object will remain at rest or in uniform motion if the

• beta (β) radiation — emission of fast-moving
electron
• gamma (γ) radiation — emission of high-

net force on it is zero. S
net force.
Newton’s second law of mo on 牛頓運動第二定律 ( .7)
The acceleration of an object is in the same direction
as the net force acting on it, and it’s acceleration is
directly proportional to the net force and is inversely
proportional to the object’s mass. Mathematically,
a∝

F
m

OR

a=

frequency EM wave
The three types of radiation have different ionizing
power, penetrating power and range.

kF
m

where F is the net force acting on the object, a and
m are the acceleration and the mass of the object

respectively. S.I. units give k =1.

ranking

ionizing power
penetrating power
range

α>β>γ
γ>β>α
γ>β>α

When the three types of radiation travel in a ield,
they behave differently.

F = ma

S

properties

net force.

Newton’s third law of mo on 牛頓運動第三定律 ( .7)
Forces always occur in pairs. When an object A exerts a force on an object B , B also exerts an equal but
opposite force on A . The forces are called the action
and reaction, and they form an action-reaction pair.

radia ons in an E -ﬁeld

normal 法線 ( .16
17) A constructed line perpendicular to an interface.
normal reac on 法向反作用力 ( .7)
R . The force
exerted on an object by the surface (e.g. the ground, a
table) which contacts the object. It acts in a direction
perpendicular to the surface.
note 樂音 ( .20) If the CRO trace of a sound is regular,
the sound is called a note. Otherwise, it is called a
noise.

radia ons in a B -ﬁeld

S

(a) a note

(b) a noise

ionizing power, penetra ng power, range.
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nuclear reactor — overloading

nuclear reactor 核 反 應 堆 (

.32) A place in which

nuclear chain reactions are initiated, controlled and
sustained at a steady rate.

o
object distance 物 距 ( .18)
u . The distance
between the lens and the object. S lens formula.
ohm 歐 姆 ( .24)
Ω. A unit of resistance. S
resistance.
Ohm’s law 歐姆定律 (

.24) The voltage across an ohmic

component is directly proportional to the current
passing through it, provided that the temperature
and other physical conditions remain unchanged.
Mathematically,
V = IR

where I is the current passing through the component and R is the resistance of the component.

There are three main parts in a nuclear reactor.
• fuel rods — contain nuclear fuel.
• a moderator — such as heavy water and
graphite, to slow down the fast-moving
neutrons.

Any electrical component that obeys ohm’s law is
called an ohmic component. Otherwise it is called
non-ohmic component.
op cal ﬁbre 光 纖 ( .17) An optical device used for
guiding light rays by the principle of total internal
re lection.

• control rods — control the rate of ission by
their property of absorbing excess neutrons.
nuclide 核素 ( .31) An atom having speci ic values of
atomic number and mass number. A nuclide emitting
radiation is called a radionuclide.

op cally denser medium 光 密 介 質 ( .17) A medium
which has a higher refractive index. In contrast,
the one with a lower refractive index is called the
optically less dense medium.
overloading 超 負 荷 ( .25) A situation when a wire
carries a current larger than the maximum current
that it is designed to carry.
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parallelogram of forces — phase diﬀerence
p

parallelogram of forces 力平行四邊形 (
of addition of two forces.

.8) The method

periscope using prisms

parallelogram of forces F⃗1 and F⃗2

pascal 帕 斯 卡 ( .5)
Pa. A unit of pressure. S
pressure.
peak value 峯值 ( .29) The maximum value attained by
an alternating voltage.
penetra ng power 穿 透 能 力 (

.30) The ability of

radiation to penetrate through materials.
period 週期 ( .12
14)
T . In circular motion,
it is the time for an object to complete one revolution.
Mathematically,
2π
T=
ω

where ω is the angular velocity of the object.
In wave, it is the time required to produce one
complete wave. In terms of wave frequency f , period
is given by:
T=

1
f

periscope 潛 望 鏡 ( .16) A simple periscope consists
of two parallel plane mirrors or prisms facing each

permeability of free space 真空磁導率 ( .26)
µ0 . Permeability of a medium is a measure of the
response of the magnetic ield formation within the
medium. The unit of permeability is T m A−1 . For a
free space, the permeability is µ0 = 4π × 10−7 T m A−1 .
The permeability of free space is also called the
magnetic constant.
permi vity of free space 真空介電常數 ( .21)
ϵ0 . Permittivity of a medium is a measure of the

resistance of that medium when an electric ield
is built up inside it. The unit of permittivity is
C2 N−1 m−2 . For free space, the permittivity is
ϵ0 = 8.85 × 10−12 C2 N−1 m−2 .
The permittivity of free space is also called the
electric constant.
phase 相 ( .14) A stage of oscillation. According to
different positions or motions of the particles,
different phases can be determined.

other.

periscope using parallel mirrors

phase

particles’
motions

example

in phase

the same

in antiphase
(out of phase)

exactly opposite to each
other

particle A
and E
particle B
and D

phase diﬀerence 相 位 差 ( .14) For particles having
different motions in a wave, we say that there is a
phase difference between the particles.
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pitch — poten al gradient

pitch 音 調 (

.20) Physical quantity of a musical note

related to its frequency.
musical note

frequency/Hz

middle C
D
E
F
G
A
B
C′

262
294
330
349
392
440
494
523

plane transmission gra ng 平 面 透 射 光 柵 (

poten al energy 勢能 (

.2, 9, 23

24)

P.E. Energy

possessed by a body due to its position in a system. A
reference point or reference level is usually de ined
at which the potential energy is taken as zero.
In thermophysics, P.E. is related to the forces
between the molecules. If the average separation between the molecules increases, P.E. of the molecules
increases.
In mechanics, there are two common forms:
• elastic potential energy — P.E. stored in a

.19) An

optical instrument consisting of a series of very
narrow slits (about 100 to 500 slits in 1 mm).

stretched or compressed spring.
• gravitational potential energy — P.E. due to
gravitational forces. Near the Earth’s surface,
change in gravitational potential energy of an
object is given by
∆P.E. = mg h

where m is the mass of the object, g is the
acceleration due to gravity and h is the vertical
displacement travelled by the object.
In electrostatics, the electric potential energy of a

poten al diﬀerence 電勢差 ( .23
24)
p.d. In
electrostatics, when a point charge is moved by an
external force in an electric ield from point A to
point B , p.d. between these two points is given by:
p.d. = VB − V A
In an electric circuit, p.d. between two points
is the electric energy changed to other forms of
energy per unit charge passing through the point.
Mathematically,
p.d. =

W
Q

charge at a certain point in an electric ield is equal
to the work done on that charge by an external force
against the electric force, in moving the charge from
a reference point with negligible acceleration.
For example, the electric potential energy of two
point charges Q and q with separation of r is given by
U=

1 Qq
4πϵ0 r

poten al gradient 電 勢 梯 度 ( .23) A measure of the
rate of potential change along certain direction of
displacement.

where W is the electric energy changed and Q is the
charge passing through the two points. S electric
poten al.

Consider a positive point charge moving steadily in
the direction of an electric ield of magnitude E by an
external force. Mathematically,
potential gradient =

∆V
= −E
∆r
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poten ometer — principle of moment

poten ometer 變阻器 (

.24) A three-terminal device

that can be used as a variable resistor or a potential
divider.

power 功率 (

. 2, 9

P . The rate of work

25)

done or energy transferred. Mathematically,
P=

W
E
=
t
t

where W is the work done, E is the energy transferred and t is the time taken.
In electricity, the electric power of an electrical
appliance is the rate of energy transfer in an electric
circuit. Mathematically,
a poten ometer

P =V I =

A high-power potentiometer that deals with high
voltages and currents is called a rheostat.

V2
= I 2R
R

where V is the voltage across the appliance, I is the
current passing through the appliance and R is the
resistance of the appliance.
power cord 傳輸電線 ( .25) A power cord with the wires
runs between a plug and an electrical appliance. The
cord consists of three wires:
• the live wire — brown in colour carrying
varying potential

a rheostat

A potentiometer can be used as a variable resistor
when only two terminals are connected to the circuit
as shown below.

• the neutral wire — blue in colour carrying zero
potential
• the earth wire — green and yellow in colour
earthing the metal casings of electrical
appliances.
pressure 壓強 (

p . The force acting normally

.5)

on a unit area of a surface. Mathematically,
p=

(a) the circuit diagram

(b) the low of current

A rheostat is used as a variable resistor.

On the other hand, a potentiometer can also be
used as a potential divider when all terminals are
connected to the circuit as shown below.

F
A

where F is the force along the normal direction and A
is the contact area. The unit of pressure is Pa.
pressure law 氣壓定律 ( .5) The pressure of a ixed mass
of gas at a constant volume is directly proportional to
its Kelvin temperature. Mathematically,
p∝T

OR

p
= constant
T

pressurized water reactor 壓水式反應堆 (

.32) A type of

nuclear reactor commonly used nowadays.
principle of moment 力矩原理 ( .8) An object achieves

(a) the circuit diagram

(b) the low of current

A rheostat is used as a poten al divider.

a state of balance when the sum of the clockwise
moments is equal to the sum of the anticlockwise
moments.
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principle of superposi on — quality

principle of superposi on 疊加原理 (

.15) When two

waves meet, the resultant displacement of the
particle is the algebraic sum of the two. After the
waves separate, they travel in the original directions,
as if nothing has happened.
projec le mo on 拋 體 運 動 ( .11) When an object is
thrown at an angle, it will travel along a curved path.
This motion is called the projectile motion.

From the above igure,
• maximum height = u

2

θ
• time of light = 2u sin
g

• range = u

2

sin 2 θ
2g

sin 2θ
g

where u is the initial velocity of the object, θ is the
projection angle and g is the acceleration due to
gravity.
pulse 脈衝 ( .14) A single disturbance. When a pulse
reaches a particle, the particle moves away from its
equilibrium position to the maximum displacement
and then goes back.
According to the direction of displacement of the
particle, pulse is categorized by
• transverse pulse — displacement is perpendicular to the direction of the travel of the pulse
• longitudinal pulse — displacement is parallel to
the direction of the travel of the pulse

q
quality 音品 ( .20) Physical quantity of a musical note
related to its waveform.
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radian — refrac ve index
reac on me 反 應 時 間 (

r
radian 弧度 ( .12)
rad. A unit of anglar displacement. For conversion,
1◦ =

S

π
rad
180

angular displacement.

radia on 輻 射 ( .4) A process in which heat is transferred from one place to another by means of
electromagnetic waves. It can take place in a vacuum.
S
electromagne c wave.
radio wave 無線電波 ( .19) A kind of EM waves with

.6) A time lapse between

seeing an event and making any action.
reﬂec on 反 射 ( .15) A phenomenon when a ray or
a wave strikes the boundary of a medium. The ray
rebounds off the boundary after the re lection.
Re lection can be categorized into two kinds:
• regular re lection — when parallel rays strike
a smooth surface, the re lected rays are also
parallel.

a typical wavelength 10−1 to 104 m. Applications
include radio and TV broadcast. S electromagne c
wave.
radioac ve decay 放射衰變 ( .31) The process of emitting nuclear radiation. It is also called disintegration.
There are three types of radioactive decays.
• diffuse re lection — when parallel rays strike a
rough surface, the re lected rays are in different

• alpha decay
A
ZX

4
→ ZA−4
−2 Y +2 He

A
ZX

→ ZA +1 Y +0−1 e

directions.

• beta decay

• gamma radiation emission
A ∗
ZX

→ ZA X + γ

In a nuclear decay, a nuclide changes to a nuclide
of a different element. This process is known as
transmutation. The nuclide that decays ( X ) is called
the parent nuclide and the resulting nuclide (Y ) is
called the daughter nuclide.
radioac ve waste 核 廢 料 ( .32) The waste, which
is produced from the nuclear reaction in nuclear
power plant, contained radionuclides. So it is called
radioactive waste. Examples are cooling water pipes
and radioactive protection suit.
radioac vity 放射現象 ( .30) An emission of nuclear
radiations from an unstable nucleus. The unstable nuclei that emits such radiation is said to be
radioactive. Radioactivity is a random process.
range 射 程 ( .11
30) In a projectile motion, the
range is given by its horizontal distance travelled
when it returns to the ground. S projec le mo on.
In radioactivity, range in air is the distance that
nuclear radiation can travel before it is stopped or
absorbed.

S
laws of reﬂec on.
refrac on 折射 ( .15) When a light ray travels from one
medium to another, its speed and direction of travel
change. The phenomenon is called the refraction. S
laws of refrac on.
refrac ve index 折射率 ( .17)
n . The refractive
index of a medium is the ratio of the speed of light
in vacuum to the speed of light in the medium.
Mathematically,
n=

c
v

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and v is the
speed of light in the medium.
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resistance — root-mean-square speed

resistance 電 阻 (

R . When an electrical

.24)

component is connected to a source, a current
is drawn from the source. The resistance of the
electrical component is de ined as:
R=

resultant 合 量 (

.6) When vectors (such as forces)

are added together, the inal vector is called the
resultant.

V
I

where V is the voltage across the source and I is
the current drawn from the source. The unit of
resistance is Ω.
resis vity 電阻率 ( .24)
ρ . A physical quantity of
a material related to its resistance. For a metal wire,
the resistivity and resistance are related by:

⃗+⃗
⃗ and ⃗
The vector p
q is called the resultant of p
q.

right-hand grip rule 右 手 握 拳 定 則 (

.26) If the right

hand grips the wire in such a way that the thumb
points in the direction of the current, the ingers curl

ρℓ
R=
A

around in the direction of the ield lines.

where ℓ and A are the length and the cross-sectional
area of the metal wire.
resistor 電阻器 ( .24) An electrical component specially
constructed to have a known resistance value. Two
types:
• ixed resistor — a resistor with a ixed
resistance value
• variable resistor — a resistor whose resistance
is adjustable.

ripple tank 水 波 槽 (

.15) An apparatus used for

studying water waves.
root-mean-square speed 方均根速率 (

.5)

v rms .

In the kinetic theory, the root-mean-square speed of
a system of molecules is given by
v rms 2 =

3
3 R
kT =
T
m
m NA

where k is the Boltzmann constant, R is the universal
(a) switch type

(b) plug type

diﬀerent types of variable resistors

gas constant, N is the number of molecules, NA is the
Avogadro’s number and T is the temperature of the
gas in kelvins. S

resolu on of force 力的分解 ( .8) Expressing a force as
the vector sum of two forces which are perpendicular to each other in a rectangular coordinate system.

⃗ = F⃗x + F⃗y , where F x = F cos θ ,
For the above igure, F
F y = F sin θ .
Fx 2 + F y 2 = F 2

The forces F x and F y are called the components of
the force F .

root-mean-square value.
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root-mean-square value — solidiﬁca on

root-mean-square value 方均根值 (

.5, 19

29) The

s

root-mean-square value of a set of values is the
square root of the average of the squares of the
values.

search coil 探 察 線 圈 ( .26) An instrument used for
measuring time-varying magnetic ields.
second 秒 ( .6)
s. A unit of time.

Mathematically, for a set of values {a1 ,a2 ,a3 , · · · ,an },
the root-mean-square value arms is given by

short circuit 短路 ( .24) A phenomenon happened when
the total resistance of a circuit is extremely low such

√
a rms =

a1 2 + a2 2 + a3 2 + · · · + an 2
N

In general, any physical quantity x that varies
sinusoidally with time can be expressed as

that a very large current is drawn from the source.
sievert 希沃特 ( .30)
Sv. A unit of equivalent dose
and effective dose. S dose.
Snell’s law 斯 涅 耳 定 律 ( .17) Consider a light ray
travelling from medium 1 to medium 2. The general
form of Snell’s law is

x = x 0 sin (ωt + ϕ)

where x 0 is the peak value of x , ω is the angular frequency and ϕ is the phase constant. The
corresponding r.m.s. value is given by
x0
x rms = p
2

In electricity, the root-mean-square value of a
sinusoidal a.c. is the steady d.c. which delivers the
same average power as the a.c. to a resistive load.
V0
Vrms = p
2

OR

I0
I rms = p
2

n 1 sin θ1 = n 2 sin θ2

where V0 is the peak value of the a.c. voltage and I 0 is
the peak value of the a.c. current.
Rutherford’s atomic model 盧瑟福原子模型 (

.31)

• Most of the volume occupied by an atom is
empty.
• All the positive charges and almost all the mass
of an atom are concentrated in a small volume
at the centre called the nucleus.
• The negatively charged electrons orbit around
the nucleus.

S refrac ve index.
solenoid 螺線管 ( .26) A long cylindrical coil made of
many turns of wire in the shape of a helix. The direction of the magnetic ield lines of a current-carrying
solenoid is determined by the right-hand grip rule.
S
magne c ﬁeld, right-hand grip rule.
solid 固體 (
shape.

.1) A state of matter. It has ixed volume and

Microscopically, molecules are closely arranged in
a regular pattern in a solid; they vibrate about ixed
positions.

solidiﬁca on 凝固 (

.3) A process in which a substance

changes its state from liquid to solid at its freezing
point. During freezing, the temperature of the
substance remains unchanged.
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sound intensity level — sta onary wave

sound intensity level 聲強級 (

.20)

L . A measure

of the power carried by a sound wave per unit area.
Mathematically, the sound intensity level of a sound
wave is given by:
(
L = log10

spectrum 光譜 (

19) A series of waves arranged

.17

in accordance with the frequency or wavelength of
the waves, for example, the visible spectrum and the
electromagnetic spectrum.

)
I
dB
I0

where I is the sound intensity of the sound wave and
I 0 is called the threshold of hearing, which is equal to
1 × 10−12 W m−2 . S

sound wave 聲 波 (

visible spectrum

threshold of hearing.
.20) Sound wave is a mechanical

wave produced by the vibration of particles in a
medium. It is a longitudinal wave with a speed of
330 m s−1 in air of 0 �.
speciﬁc heat capacity 比熱容量 ( .2)
c . The heat
required to produce a unit rise of temperature per

speed 速率 ( .6) A measure of how fast an object moves.
The average speed of an object over a journey is
de ined as
average speed =

unit mass of a substance. Mathematically,
Q
c=
m∆T

where Q is the heat transferred, m is the mass of
the substance, and ∆T is the change in temperature.

distance travelled
time of travel

The unit of speed is m s−1 .
spring balance 彈 簧 秤 ( .7) An instrument used for
measuring force.

The unit of speci ic heat capacity is J kg−1 K−1 or
J kg−1 �−1 .
speciﬁc latent heat 比 潛 熱 ( .3)
ℓ. The latent
heat absorbed or released by a unit mass of a
substance when it undergoes a change of state.
Mathematically,
ℓ=

Q
m

where m is the mass of the substance and Q is the
latent heat.
The speci ic latent heat of fusion of a substance

sta onary wave 駐 波 ( .15) A kind of waves whose
waveform stays ixed. It is formed by the superposition of two coherent waves moving in opposite
directions.

is usually lower than the speci ic latent heat of
vaporization. For example, the standard value of the
speci ic latent heat of fusion of ice is 3.34 × 105 J kg−1 ,
while the standard value of the speci ic latent heat of
vaporization of water is 2.26 × 106 J kg−1 .
The unit of speci ic latent heat of fusion is J kg−1 .
speciﬁc latent heat of fusion 熔解比潛熱 ( .3)
ℓf .

A stationary wave consists of a series of consecutive

S speciﬁc latent heat.
speciﬁc latent heat of vaporiza on 汽 化 比 潛 熱 (
ℓv . S speciﬁc latent heat.

nodes and antinodes. Particles at the nodes do not
have displacements (particles c and g ); but particles
at the antinodes have the maximum amplitude

.3)

(particles a , e and i ).
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temperature — transformer
total internal reﬂec on 全內反射 (

t
temperature 温 度 ( .1) A measure of the degree of
hotness and coldness of an object. In the microscopic
view, it represents the average kinetic energy due to
random motion of the molecules of a system. S
average transla onal kine c energy.
tension 張 力 ( .7)
T . A pulling force that acts
along a taut string or chain.
terminal velocity 終端速度 ( .7) When an object falls

.17) When a light

ray is directed from an optically denser medium
to an optically less dense medium, with the angle
of incidence being greater than the critical angle,
the light ray would be totally re lected. S
denser medium. S
cri cal angle.

op cally

transformer 變壓器 ( .29) A device which can change
the value of an alternating voltage.

freely in a luid, the luid friction of the object increases and the net force acting on it decreases. The
net force would become zero eventually and then the
object continues to fall at a constant velocity, this is
called the terminal velocity.
terminal voltage 端 電 壓 ( .24) The overall voltage
across a cell after taking account of the internal
resistance of it. S
tesla 忒斯拉 ( .26)
magne c ﬁeld.

terminal voltage.
T. A unit of magnetic ield. S

thermistor 熱 敏 電 阻 器 ( .1) An electronic component. Its resistance decreases when temperature
increases.
thermometer 温 度 計 ( .1) An instrument used for
measuring the temperature of an object making use
of a thermometric property of matter.
thermometer

thermometric property applied

liquid-in-glass thermometer
rotary thermometer

volume of liquid

resistance thermometer
thermistor thermometer
thermocouple thermometer
infrared thermometer
liquid crystal thermometer

degree of bending of
bimetallic strip
resistance of metal
resistance of thermistor

• primary coil — be connected to an a.c. source
• secondary coil — gives the output voltage
• a soft iron core
The table below shows the quantities related to the
coils and their symbols.
quantities

primary coil

secondary coil

voltage
current
number of turns

Vp

Vs

Ip

Is

Np

Ns

For an ideal transformer, the above quantities can be
related by the following formula.
Ip
Is

current in the circuit
the infrared radiation
received
colour of the liquid
crystal

Table: Thermometers based on diﬀerent thermometric proper es

S

A transformer consists three parts:

=

Vs
Ns
=
Vp N p

The ratio VVps is called the voltage ratio while
called the turns ratio.

Ns
Np

is

If the voltage ratio of a transformer is greater than 1,
then the transformer is a step-up transformer. But if
the ratio is less than 1, it is a step-down transformer.

thermometric property.

thermometric liquid 測 温 液 體 ( .1) A liquid with a
thermometric property. S thermometric property.
thermometric property 測 温 性 質 ( .1) A physical
property of matter that changes with temperature.
threshold of hearing 聽覺閾 ( .20) The lowest sound
intensity level that human ears can barely hear.
torque 轉矩 ( .8)
τ. S moment.

the symbol of a step-up transformer (le ) and a step-down transformer (right)
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transverse wave — universal gas constant

transverse wave 橫波 (

.14) When a transverse wave

travels in a medium, the particles oscillate in a
direction perpendicular to the travelling direction of
the wave.
The waveform of a transverse wave consists of a
series of consecutive crests and troughs.

u
ultrasound 超聲波 ( .20) A sound wave with frequency
above 20 kHz.
ultraviolet radia on 紫 外 輻 射 ( .19) A kind of EM
waves with a typical wavelength 10−9 to 10−8 m.
Applications include sterilization of tap water and
examination of banknotes. S electromagne c wave.
uniform circular mo on 勻速圓周運動 ( .12) If an object
moves in a circular path at a constant speed, then the
object is said to be in uniform circular motion.
uniform mo on 勻 速 運 動 ( .6) An object in uniform

a transverse wave

turning eﬀect 轉動效應 ( .8
26) Turning effect of a
force is the rotational effect by a moment or a couple

motion if it moves at a constant velocity.
uniformly accelerated mo on 均 加 速 運 動 ( .6) An
object is said to be in uniformly accelerated motion
if its acceleration is a constant. For a uniformly accelerated motion, equations of uniformly accelerated
motion can be applied.

on a rigid body. The moment or couple can be acted
by a mechanical force (in mechanics) or magnetic
force (in magnetism).

1
s = (u + v)t
2
v = u + at
1
s = ut + at 2
2
v 2 − u 2 = 2as

where s , u , v , a and t are the displacement, initial
velocity , inal velocity, acceleration and the time of
travel of the object respectively.
universal gas constant 普適氣體常數 ( .5)
R.
The proportionality constant of the ideal gas law.
R = 8.31 J mol−1 K−1 S

ideal gas law.
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vaporiza on — voltmeter–ammeter method
voltage 電 壓 (

v
vaporiza on 汽化 ( .3) A process in which a substance
changes its state from liquid to gas. Two kinds:
• boiling — vaporization of the liquid at its
boiling point.
• evaporation — vaporization of the liquid at any
temperature below its boiling point. It always

.24)

V . Voltage is the energy

transferred per unit charge. The unit of voltage is V.
voltmeter 伏特計 ( .24) An instrument used to measure
voltage.
voltmeter–ammeter method 伏安法 ( .24) A method of
measuring the resistance of a component by using an
ammeter and a voltmeter.

takes place on the liquid surface.
vector 矢 量 (

.6) A physical quantity which has

both a magnitude and a direction. Examples are
displacement and velocity.
On the other hand, a scalar is a physical quantity
that has magnitude only. Examples are distance and
speed.
velocity 速 度 ( .6)
v . A measure of how fast
an object moves in a given direction. The average
velocity of an object for a journey is de ined as
displacement
average velocity =
time of travel
S

velocity– me graph.

velocity selector 速度選擇器 ( .27) An instrument which
only allows charged particles having a speed of v = BE
to pass through the mutually perpendicular electric
ield E and magnetic ield B without de lection.
velocity– me graph 速度—時間關係線圖 ( .6)
v –t
graph. A velocity–time graph is a graph which plots
the velocity of an object against time.

velocity– me graph of a free-falling object

In addition, the area under a velocity–time graph
represents the displacement of the object, while the
slope represents the acceleration of the object.
visible light 可 見 光 ( .19) A kind of EM waves with a
typical wavelength 4×10−7 to 7×10−7 m. Applications
include illumination. S electromagne c wave.
volt 伏 特 ( .24)
V. A unit of voltage, electric
potential and electromotive force. S voltage, electric
poten al, electromo ve force.

From the setup above, the resistance is given by:
R=

V
I

where V is the voltmeter reading and I is the
ammeter reading.
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wa — X-ray
w

wa

x

瓦特 (

.2, 9

W. A unit of power. S

25)

Power.
wave 波 ( .14) A phenomenon produced by vibration
of the particles in a medium; wave transmits energy
without transferring matter.
In terms of propagation, wave can be categorized as
• Travelling wave (progressive wave) — propagates from one place to another.
• Stationary wave — keeps stationary.
In terms of particle vibration, wave can be categorized as
• transverse wave
• longitudinal wave
S transverse wave, longitudinal wave, sta onary
wave.
wavefront 波陣面 ( .15) A line joining all the particles
at the crests and the neighbouring particles which
are in phase in a wave. The distance between two
successive wavefronts is one wavelength.

wavelength 波 長 ( .14)
λ. The minimum
distance a wave repeats itself. Its unit is m.
weber 韋伯 ( .28)
magne c ﬂux.

Wb. A unit of magnetic lux. S

weight 重 量 ( .7)
W . The gravitational force
exerted on an object by a celestial body (such as the
Earth). Mathematically,
W = mg

where m is the mass of the object and g is the
acceleration due to gravity of the celestial body.
work 功 (

.9)

W.S

mechanical work.

X-ray X 射線 ( .19) A kind of EM waves with a typical
wavelength 10−10 m. Applications include medical
diagnosis and detection of laws in welding. S
electromagne c wave.
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Young’s double slit experiment — Young’s double slit experiment
y

Young’s double slit experiment 楊 氏 雙 縫 實 驗 ( .19)
In 1801, Thomas Young carried out an experiment
and showed that light exhibited interference. This
experiment was later known as Young’s double slit
experiment.

In the experiment, the double-slit used has a very
small slit separation. Two coherent waves with the
same frequency are produced when the waves are
diffracted by the two slits. Interference occurs at the
points where the waves overlap. Bright and dark
fringes appear at the points where constructive and
destructive interferences occur respectively. S
interference.

